The Concordance-for-Brexit (CfB)
The Concordance for Brexit is an umbrella organization supporting locality-based
activists who are re-starting the Campaign for a proper Brexit. It is non-political. It
seeks to link with all knowledge-based Brexit Organizations that propagate real
details.
We currently comprise Cornwall-OUT, Dorset-OUT, and are supported by the CIB,
Bruges, Fishing4Leave et al. We are successfully encouraging other Brexit groups in
the Counties and Cities to join together to campaign under a local name and banner
and under the Concordanc Umbrella. Knowledgeable campaigning-groups with a
local name and emphasis also on local issues are vital. [Cornwall-OUT is majoring
on Fishing and Farming Subsidies post Brexit. Each area will have its own key
issues.]
What is Concordance:
An informed UK wide group of seasoned campaigners coming together to pool
expertise and to promote a successful Real Brexit. We will support and
encourage other groups by providing facts, knowledge-based literature, and
pump-priming support for other campaigns. We wish to highlight the specific
work which HMG should be doing now ie well before 2018, and to encourage
individuals to lobby their MPs and to speak up for the essential details required
if the Brexit process is not to stall or just be Brexit in Name Only (BRINO).
What we are not:
We are NOT a political organization. Our information and suggestions are not
policies, but purely concern important practical daily issues relating to Brexit.
What can YOU do:
Join your local group;
Disseminate literature;
Post regularly on social media and answer inaccuracies when you see them;
Write to your local press;
Lobby your MP at every opportunity;
Above all, do not keep silent!
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